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For the last few thousand years, death has been a very simple matter. After death, your funds would be disashed according to your will. Historically, the assets were almost entirely physical – cars, houses, antiques, jewellery, gold bulion, notebooks, photo albums – but today this was not further from the
truth. Facebook, PayPal, WoW characters, source code, emails, Dropbox – when you die, your entire digital property will disappear into the ether. Many online services have policies that deal very nicely with death. For example, Yahoo, Ebay, Blizzard, and LinkedIn will close and delete your account if
there is evidence of death. PayPal will close your account, and if there are funds in the account will issue a check in the account holder's name. At no time will your executive gain access to these accounts or any private messages in them. Things get a little more complicated with Twitter, which will
provide a copy of all your public tweets and then close your account. When you report a death to Facebook, the account is a memorial, which prevents anyone from ever logging into the account, but allows friends to continue commenting. In both cases, no one gets access to sensitive data or private
messages. Google and Microsoft, on the other hand, will give your heir full access to your Gmail, Hotmail, and Google+ account at the time of death. Your executor will have to provide many details, including an official death certificate, and the review process may take some time, but in the end your
family will gain access to your complete email inbox and check-out. In my case, assuming I live to 80 and Google doesn't fold, it will mean that my children will get access to more than 50 years of email – hundreds of thousands of emails containing passwords, private communications and a whole range of
sensitive documents. It gets worse Services like Facebook and Hotmail are no-brainers — what about other, smaller, more covert operations? If you made a great piece of code in a Linux kernel on GitHub, how do you transfer ownership to your neighbor? What about the pictures you upload to Imgur? Or
your comments on Reddit? Just think for a moment about all the online services you've signed up for, past and present. Forums, games, social networks, cloud storage, blogs, dating sites — when you die, all this information will be lost. Your WoW characters, your steam games, your university essays
stored on some obscured cloud storage service – disappeared. Digital legacyAnd we only talked about online services! What about the contents of your hard drive? Do they contain or other things your kids would rather not see? Password protection or computer encryption would seem wise in this case —
what if your hard drive has important files, such as bank details or memories, to be transferred to your next baby? Are your documents/photos/videos organized in a per perpensive way? Have you already told where are the backups stored? Are there photos on your phone or tablet that need to be saved?
Do you have usb thumb drives or SD cards that need to be restored? In short, when you die, it will be so difficult for your family to track down and coralate all your resources that much of your digital legacy is likely to rot. Unless you make a digital will. Next page: Dead man's switch you know you should
get available, but it seems that life never slows down enough to think about it. With oil changes and grocery store running and everything in between, the creation about will get pushed to the bottom of the task list. If that sounds like you, you're not alone. Most Americans know that ooka is important, but
only 40% of them actually created one.1 Here's the bad news: dying without a will can cause big problems for your loved ones. But here's the good news: creating manners doesn't have to be complicated. And when you have the will, control what happens to your property, children and pets – not courts.
What you need to know about intestacy intestate is not a road between two countries. It means dying without leaving the legal will. The process your property would go through is called intestacy. If that happens to you, the laws in the country you live in decide how your funds are given – and who gives
them. This includes your money, real estate (unless owned), pets, family heirs and your prized butterfly collection. If you die without will, the legacies process is initiated and the state appoints a personal representative (the person who will distribute your property). In most cases, the surviving spouse gets
this difficult job. But the appointment of a representative can be complicated when you add ex-spouses, children, parents and even this weird uncle who thinks they're best friends. Save 10% available with RAMSEY10 promo code. Until the court decides who distributes your assets, they will be frozen.
That means no one can touch your stuff, even if you said they could have it. Even after the court appoints a representative, family and friends, he could be drawn to the person who was chosen. If no one is willing to deal with your property, the courts will name the public confidentiality. This complete
stranger will divide your assets according to the laws of your country. And that's usually what everyone gets unhappy about. If you're single, if you're single without children and you die without any will, your parents will be able to inherit the whole estate. If you have any assets (car, apartment, etc.), these
items will be used to repay any debt you have, such as student loans. If one of your parents has already died, your assets will be divided between your surviving parents and all siblings – even if you don't have a great relationship with any of them. And if you have a pet, your shinged family will decide
what happens to it. Meet Jamie, a 36-year-old single woman with no children and one cat. She doesn't get along with her sister Jill, but she developed Relationship with Jill's teenage daughter, Amy. Jamie promised to help Amy pay for her degree. If Jamie puts her manners together, he can determine
exactly where she wants her money to go. Amy can give up the entire estate, but amy can give a percentage of the estate, whether it's other people or the charities she chooses. Jamie can even leave his cat to a friend. It's a power of will. But if Jamie is 10 000, her estate would be split between her
parents and her sister. There's no guarantee Amy's getting a penny. And the pet? I hope one of her family members likes cats. If you have children If you have children but are left unasuingly available in the place, the courts decide on the caregiver for them. In most cases, a family member will step in to
take care of your children. The problem is, this person might be the last person to choose! This situation can be avoided by creating will. Nan is a widow with three children under the age of 18. She knows that if she dies, her sister will take care of the children because Nan has made her mother and
appointed her sister as guardian. Part of the property is leaving to take care of the children and creating a children's trust fund to use it for college costs. If you are married Laws are different in each country, but if you are married and die without forgiveness, your property will probably go to your spouse if
you are both owners. It is legally referred to as Community property. If you have separate property, it could be divided between surviving spouses, children, siblings and parents. Things are more confusing if you're divorced and remarried, but you have kids from both marriages. Frank is married with three
children and lives in New York. If passed without a foreard, the law says his surviving spouse will inherit the first $50,000 of his personal wealth (not shared wealth) plus half of the balance. The rest would be equally split between Frank's children. If Frank lived in Tennessee, his wife would receive a third
of the estate, and the rest would be given to the children in equal amounts. If Frank had stepchildren, neither New York or Tennessee would recognize them as valid heirs, even if he raised them as his own. It just shows how complicated things you can get for your loved ones if you pass without being
available on the site. But it doesn't have to be like this. How dying without watering down affects your family Dying without watering down can create a literal family truce that would be anything from Jerry Springer. Unfortunately, in grief, people can allow their emotions to get out of their way as best as
they can, causing them to stall around. By creating a will, you can choose how your property will be distributed and who will take care of your children. Your wishes will be respected and your children will have a guardian you trust. If you start with your will, it doesn't take long. And you don't have to quit
your job to go to a lawyer's office or spend a fortune. They did it! You can create your will online in less than 20 minutes by turning on your data and the rest is made for you (and that – it's legally binding). And since creating errands doesn't take long, you can put it at the top of your to-do list — not at the
bottom. Bottom.
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